AbstractÐOne of the prominent objectives of National/Global Information Infrastructure is to provide all types of users global access to information. Satellite broadcast data delivery has inherent advantages, such as scalability and location independent availability, in achieving this objective. However, users need expensive and cumbersome equipment to receive and transmit satellite signals. Furthermore, as the amount of information being broadcast increases, average user latency increases as well. Often, users in a geographical locality have similar interests, which can be better served by employing a local broadcast schedule. In this context, a two stage satellite-terrestrial wireless broadcast system can provide more efficient service in terms of lower average user latency and cheaper and more convenient user equipment. In such a system, the main server broadcasts information via satellite to the geographically distributed local ground stations. Every ground station has limited buffer capacity to store the data broadcast by the satellite. According to their buffer content, and the interests of their users, local stations deliver the information to their users via terrestrial wireless channel. We develop novel methods for the joint cache management and scheduling problem encountered in these systems. Our results demonstrate that such two stage systems are feasible and they can provide more efficient data delivery compared to the single stage systems.
INTRODUCTION

B
ROADCAST data delivery is an effective way to disseminate information to massive user population. The two foremost advantages of broadcast data delivery are scalability to large user populations and high availability to geographically distributed mobile users. Applications that employ broadcast data delivery include Hughes' DirecPC broadcast data delivery system [14], PointCast's webcasting [13], Marimba's Castanet [15] , and Teleglobe and A&T Systems' Internet Delivery Service [12] . The type of information that is broadcast varies from news, weather, or traffic information to schedule information at airports and train stations to stock quotes, etc.
Under the push-based broadcasting approach, as depicted in Fig. 1 , a server continuously and repetitively broadcasts data to a user community without any feedback about the users' needs due to the limited uplink communication capability from users to the server. The data is delivered in terms of items, where an item is a fixed sized information unit. The items are broadcast in a particular order that is called a schedule. Time is slotted and the duration of each slot is equal to the transmission time of an item on the broadcast channel. When a user needs a certain item, it monitors the broadcast channel until the desired item is detected. There is some latency for the fulfillment of the needs of a user since the server can only broadcast a single item per broadcast channel at any time instant. This latency depends on the broadcast schedule, as well as the user request pattern.
The recent attention to broadcast data delivery has been motivated by the inherent communication asymmetry that is observed in the data communication networks. The communication asymmetry may arise either as physical asymmetry or as application asymmetry. The physical asymmetry is observed when the bandwidth or power requirements for the uplink and the downlink channels are not the same. The application asymmetry is said to be present when the flow of the information is much higher in one direction (e.g., from the server to the clients).
One of the main objectives of the proposed National/ Global Information Infrastructure is to provide all types of users global access to information. Satellite communications have inherent advantages in achieving this objective, especially for users located in remote areas where the communications infrastructure is inadequate. However, due to the system implications, users of satellite communications systems need expensive and cumbersome equipment to receive and transmit satellite signals. In order for such a system to reach the common people, the user equipment must be affordable and portable.
Moreover, for the information to be useful, it should be delivered in a reasonable amount of time. One disadvantage of satellite broadcast data delivery is that, as the amount of information being broadcast increases, the average user latency increases as well. Often, the users in a locality have specific interests that differ from the overall user interests. In such cases, a local broadcast schedule which matches the users interests may result in better overall average user latency.
In this study, we propose a two-stage broadcast data delivery system which addresses both of these issues and provides efficient information delivery to users via smaller and cheaper equipment. In our two-stage broadcast data delivery system, the main server broadcasts information to the local ground stations via the satellite. The local ground stations act as intermediate stages and transfer this information to the users in their coverage area via the terrestrial wireless channel.
Broadcast data delivery has received much attention recently. The focus of the work in this area can be mainly divided into two categories: broadcast scheduling, and cache management. Broadcast schedule design appeared to be a complex problem and many heuristics have been developed, focusing on different aspects of the system. For example, [8] , [3] , [10] developed heuristics that minimizes the average latency, while [2] investigated more energy efficient scheduling schemes.
Cache management has also gathered quite a bit of attention recently, not only from the satellite communications community, but also from the Internet community. If a user has local storage, it can retrieve items from the broadcast schedule and store them in memory for future requests. By selectively prefetching items from the broadcast, the user is effectively able to minimize the mismatch between its access needs and the server's broadcast schedule and the average latency of the users is reduced. References [1] , [4] , [9] investigated this problem.
The main contribution of this paper is the identification and treatment of the issues that arise in novel multistage broadcast scheduling-caching applications. Specifically, in our work, we investigate the design of the satellite schedule, the cache management policies at the ground stations and the terrestrial schedules that arise in joint fashion in the context of our problem. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the system model. In Section 3, we discuss joint cache management and broadcast scheduling techniques for the local stations. Specifically, we introduce an intuitive suboptimal solution to this complex problem and discuss the performance of this solution over the numerical examples. In Section 5, we derive a lower bound for the mean response time. In Section 6, we look into the satellite schedule design problem in two stage systems and develop intuitive satellite schedule design schemes. We evaluate the resulting schemes with the numerical examples. Fig. 2 depicts the two-stage satellite-terrestrial system that is going to be discussed in the remainder of this paper. In this setup, the main server transmits information items via satellite to the geographically distributed local ground stations with a transmission rate of s items per unit time. The ground stations have a limited local buffer capacity of g items. Each ground station retransmits the items stored in the local cache to a local user community with transmission rate g items per unit time, where s r Á g and r is a positive integer.
SYSTEM MODEL
Time is slotted, and the length of each satellite (terrestrial) slot is determined by the transmission time of the items on the satellite (terrestrial) broadcast channel. If the terrestrial slot has length , then the satellite slot length is ar and during a terrestrial time slot, r items are broadcast by the satellite. Moreover, the beginning of the terrestrial slot n coincides with the beginning of the satellite slot n À I Á r I.
Denote the satellite broadcast schedule by fsng I nH . Let fn denote the set of items residing in the cache of an arbitrary local station at satellite slot n. Let g be the size of the cache. The cache content is updated potentially at every satellite slot n and
At every terrestrial slot n, an item, un, which is residing in the cache at that time, i.e., un P fn À I Á r I, is broadcast on the terrestrial channel. Fig. 3 summarizes the functionality of the local ground station's cache management policy and both the main server's and the local servers' broadcast scheduling policy. The problem investigated in this paper is the minimization of the overall mean user response time by developing intelligent satellite and terrestrial broadcast schedules and local server cache management policies. In this context, the terrestrial schedule should try to match the user access characteristics as much as possible, given the satellite schedule and the available items saved in the cache. The cache management policy should in turn store the items broadcast by the satellite that are expected to be broadcast by the terrestrial schedule. The satellite schedule should deliver the items in the order that the underlying cache management and terrestrial scheduling policies can minimize the local average user latency.
JOINT CACHE MANAGEMENT AND TERRESTRIAL BROADCAST SCHEDULING
In this section, it is assumed that the satellite schedule is known by the local ground stations prior to the system operation and we focus on the local server's cache management and terrestrial scheduling policies. The design of the satellite schedule is treated in Section 6.
A Motivating Example for Joint Cache Management and Scheduling
Even if we use naive cache management and terrestrial scheduling techniques, the resulting performance improvement with the two-stage systems is significant. Let's illustrate this with the following example: Assume that there are four groups of users that are interested in only four items. Each item is requested with the same probability. Neither of the items requested by the users of different groups are the same. Therefore, the main server broadcasts 16 items to the local ground stations of these four groups. Assume that the satellite schedule is uniform, that is, these 16 items are broadcast sequentially and periodically. Each local ground station can store only two items at any given time instant and the satellite channel is twice as fast as the terrestrial channel. An intuitive and simple cache management procedure is to ªstore any new item of interest received from the satellite schedule and remove the item that is the oldest in the cache.º Under this policy, the cache content evolves as depicted in Fig. 4 . An equally simple terrestrial scheduling policy ªbroadcasts at a given instant the item residing in the cache that is broadcast least recently.º Under this policy, the terrestrial schedule evolves as depicted in Fig. 4 . It is easy to see that the resulting terrestrial schedule has a mean response time of 4.25 satellite slots. Instead of two stage broadcast data delivery if a single-stage broadcast scheduling policy was deployed, the single-stage broadcast schedule would have to service all four user groups and the best schedule would then be the uniform satellite schedule that is also depicted in Fig. 4 . The mean response time of this schedule is eight satellite slots. The improvement in the average user latency by employing the two-stage system is almost 50 percent.
Cache Management at Local Stations
If all items that are requested by the users in a geographical locality are available at the local ground station, then there is no need for cache management and the problem reduces to a single stage broadcast scheduling problem, which is extensively studied. In these studies, it has been noticed that in any broadcast scheduling system, there are two quantities related to each item i that affect the scheduling decision at slot n. These are: elapsed time, w i n, since the last transmission of item i and ! i , the request generation rate for item i. The likelihood of item i being transmitted at n increases with ! i and w i n. In The single stage and the proposed two-stage systems differ in the availability of items for scheduling at a given slot. In a two-stage system, only the items that are stored in the cache of the local ground station are available for scheduling. Intuitively, we want the terrestrial schedule of a local station in the two-stage system to be same as the schedule in a single-stage system that is exclusively serving the local user group. In order to achieve this goal, we propose using the MAD scheduling policy as the local terrestrial scheduling policy and developing good cache management policies that work on top of the MAD scheduling policy. A good cache management policy should try to feed the scheduler with the items that are going to be broadcast in the coming slots according to the MAD policy as if all items are available to the scheduler. We now describe two cache management algorithms that comply with this intuition.
The cache management algorithms determine the cost of not storing an item at the current slot based on the mean aggregate delay that is going to be observed at the next satellite retransmission of that item. This cost depends mainly on the fact that the MAD scheduler will be unable to broadcast an item, that is not fetched, until the time when the item is rebroadcast on the satellite channel. Thus, by not fetching an item, we may be delaying the broadcast of that item. The objective of the cache management algorithms is to minimize this delay.
For the design of the cache management algorithms, we need to define a few new parameters. Let l i n denote the number of satellite slots from the end of satellite slot n until the end of the next satellite slot after n at which item i is broadcast on the satellite channel. Also, let w i n denote the elapsed number of satellite slots since the last terrestrial transmission of item i before the current satellite slot n. These parameters are illustrated in Fig. 5 . l i Á and w i Á can be interpreted as the expected latency and the waiting time of item i at the satellite and terrestrial schedules, respectively.
Assume that user requests can be faithfully represented by the user item request probability distribution, f
where x is the total number of items broadcast by the satellite. In particular, at an arbitrary instant, a user that is in the coverage area of the kth local station requests item i with probability k i . All users requesting the same item enter in the same backlog queue. These users cannot make any new requests until their initial request is satisfied, where the requests of all users requesting the same item is satisfied when that item is broadcast on the terrestrial channel. If the user population of each group k IY F F F Y w is large enough, then we may assume that the request generation process of each user group is stationary with constant rate ! k requests per slot. Hence, requests for item i from each group k are generated according to a stationary process with rate ! k i ! k k i . We will drop the superscript k in the definition of the user request rate when it is clear that the results correspond to an arbitrary local user group.
Due to the lack of an uplink request channel, the only information about the user accesses that the local stations can determine at a given slot is the expected number of users waiting for service. The expected user backlog for item i observed by an arbitrary local station at satellite slot n is defined as i n ! i w i n. The evolution of the expected user backlog for item i at a local station is depicted in Fig. 6 . The aggregate average delay of item i at slot k is defined as I P ! i w i k P and it is the striped area between t H and k in Fig. 6 .
At terrestrial slot n, un is broadcast at the terrestrial channel, where
Notice that, apart from the fact that un is selected among the items residing in the cache, this policy is identical to MAD. We assume that at the beginning of a terrestrial slot, the transmission of the scheduled item un takes place prior to the cache management decision.
Total Waiting Time (TWT) Cache Management Algorithm
Assume that, at satellite slot k, item i is broadcast by the satellite. The local station has two options: to fetch item i and replace another item in the cache or to leave the cache content unchanged. If item i is not fetched at k, the earliest time it can be scheduled at the terrestrial schedule is at satellite slot k l i k, i.e., when item i is retransmitted by the satellite. At that instant, the expected item i backlog in terms of satellite slots will be given by:
Observe that i k refers to the shaded area in Fig. 6 . The mean aggregate delay depends on the evolution of the expected backlog of items, i k. Thus, the higher the i k is, the higher the mean aggregate delay is. The TWT algorithm fetches an item if the total waiting time of that item at its next satellite retransmission is high. The TWT algorithm can be stated more concisely as follows:
TWT Algorithm: At every satellite slot n, calculate the total minimum average delay i n for every item in the cache, i.e., i P fn, and the item currently transmitted by the satellite, i.e., sn. If sn n b min jPfn j n, then replace rg min jPfn j n with sn; otherwise, the memory state is unchanged.
Estimated Terrestrial Transmissions (ETT) Cache Management Algorithm
One weakness of the TWT algorithm is that it is a myopic algorithm in the sense that it does not take into consideration the future desired terrestrial schedule. Unlike the TWT algorithm, the ETT algorithm first estimates the future evolution of the terrestrial schedule at an arbitrary satellite
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Fig. 5 . Illustration of l i X and w i X for both satellite and terrestrial broadcasts of item i. In this example r Q. slot k. According to this estimate, the ETT algorithm then checks whether item i P fk is broadcast or not at terrestrial channel prior to item i's first retransmission at the satellite channel after the kth slot. If it is not broadcast, then there is no need to keep item i in the cache. Else, the ETT algorithm calculates the reward of keeping item i in the cache at slot k. Let t I correspond to the satellite slot at which the terrestrial transmission of item i is predicted to take place and let t P correspond to the satellite slot at which the first satellite retransmission of item i after the kth slot takes place (see Fig. 7 ). If item i is not stored at k, the earliest time item i can be scheduled at the terrestrial schedule is at t P . Item i is not supposed to be broadcast at the terrestrial channel until t I , so there is no benefit in keeping item i stored in the cache until t I . Thus, the reward of keeping item i in the cache is only the additional waiting time from t I to t P that is eliminated by the broadcast of item i at t I . This reward is illustrated as d i k in Fig. 7 . Hence, the ETT algorithm stores an item i at slot k if the reward for keeping item i, d i k, is sufficiently large. The ETT algorithm addresses the weakness of the TWT algorithm by estimating the future evolution of the terrestrial schedule. Estimation of the future terrestrial schedule is not a difficult task since it is known that a version of the MAD policy is used as the scheduler. A simple estimate can be determined by assuming that all items are available for the MAD scheduling policy. However, such an assumption is not valid for our system and will not provide a good estimate for the terrestrial schedule. In ETT, we employ a superior estimation algorithm that schedules item i at a future slot n, if item i is either one of the items stored in the cache at the current slot or one of the items broadcast by the satellite between the current and nth slots.
The estimation procedure can be better illustrated with the following example. Let r I and k in Fig. 7 denote the current slot. We are going to estimate the terrestrial schedule from this slot onward. Let y be the set of items that may be available to the scheduler at slot k . The items that the scheduler can broadcast at the current slot k are the items that are in the cache at that slot, i.e., yH fk. At the same slot, the local station receives item sk from the satellite, which may or may not be fetched. Since the future caching decision is unknown at the time, we assume that at the next slot the scheduler chooses uk I from a larger set, yI fk fskg. That is, we consider the possibility of sk being stored in the cache. At k I, sk I may also be fetched and, thus, the scheduler chooses the item to broadcast at slot k P from the set yP fk fskY sk Ig, and so on. The above-mentioned estimation process ends when, for every item in yI, the first terrestrial transmission of that item after the kth slot has been determined.
The algorithm in detail (for the general case of different satellite and terrestrial channel speeds) is given as follows: ETT Algorithm:
. do, for all items, i that are in the cache or in transmission at satellite schedule at the current satellite slot k, i.e.. i P fk fskg.
Determine the set of the observed items, y fk fskY F F F Y sk À Ig, i.e., the items that are in the cache at k and the items broadcast at the satellite schedule between k and k À I.
. Calculate the total additional delay d i k for each item from
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AND THE IMPACT OF THE BASE STATION BUFFER
In our numerical studies, we tried to address many of the important parameters affecting the performance of the satellite-terrestrial wireless system. Specifically, we investigate the performances of the algorithms with respect to different satellite schedules, user access probabilities, satellite-terrestrial broadcast speeds, and cache sizes.
In our simulations, we modeled the user access probability distribution by Zipf 1 distribution [11] . In order to provide some generality, we modify Zipf 1 distribution according to two parameters: , the center, and l, the length of the distribution (see Fig. 8 ). The center, , denotes the item that has the highest probability in the Zipf distribution. The length l, denotes the total number of items that are accessed by the users. For the sake of brevity, let zIY lY x denote the Zipf 1 distribution centered at item with length l. That is, zIY lY xi
In this study, we evaluate the performance of TWT and ETT with respect to the mean response times (abbreviated as MRT) of the terrestrial schedules created by these algorithms. The mean response time is measured in satellite slots.
If the local station has sufficient buffer capacity to store all the items that are requested by its users, then the local terrestrial schedule is identical to the MAD schedule designed for this user group. Thus, the performances of TWT and ETT approaches to the MRT of the MAD schedule as the cache size increases. Fig. 9 depicts the performance of TWT with respect to different terrestrial broadcast channel speeds and local server cache sizes. Recall that r denotes the ratio of satellite and terrestrial broadcast channel speeds. When users are interested in 10 items and r R, the TWT algorithm provides 6 percent improvement in MRT with a cache of size 2 over the case when there is no cache. When users are interested in 100 items and r R, the TWT algorithm provides 17 percent improvement in MRT with a cache of size 20 over the case when there is no cache.
In this example, the user access statistics for which the satellite schedule is designed do not match the local user access statistics. There is always the possibility of creating a satellite schedule that matches the access characteristics of a group of users. The MRT of this group of users is effectively minimized without any need for a local server. However, while minimizing the MRT of this lucky user group, we may be worsening the MRT of the other user groups that are tuned to the same satellite channel. Therefore, we need to find a satellite schedule that is more or less suitable for all user groups so that the overall MRT of an arbitrary user is minimized. The design of such a satellite schedule is explored in Section 6. Fig. 10 displays the characteristics of the ETT algorithm for different satellite and terrestrial channel speeds and for different cache sizes. In this example, the satellite schedule is an uniform schedule, that is, each item is broadcast exactly once in every period of the satellite schedule. The user access probability distribution is zIIY IHHY IHH. When r Q and the cache can store 20 items, the ETT algorithm provides 15 percent improvement over the case when there is no cache.
It is interesting to note that the system with a slower terrestrial channel approaches the near-optimal terrestrial schedule faster than a system with a faster terrestrial channel. Notice that, as the terrestrial channel gets slower, the length of each terrestrial slot (in terms of the satellite slots) gets larger. Thus, at every terrestrial slot, the number
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Fig. 8 . Generalized Zipf distribution zISHY IHHY IHH as described by (5). of items broadcast by the satellite is higher. In this case, cache content can be better designed to feed the scheduler with the optimal item to broadcast at every terrestrial slot due to the higher availability of the items. Hence, even with small caches, the proposed algorithms can create terrestrial schedules, which are near-optimal in the sense that the terrestrial schedule resemble the MAD schedule for that terrestrial channel speed.
In Fig. 11 , we compared the performances of the TWT and the ETT algorithms for the worst case, i.e., for the case where the satellite and the terrestrial broadcast channel speeds are the same. This case is considered to be the worst, since the cache management algorithms should feed the scheduler with correct items to broadcast at every satellite slot, rather than every r, r b I satellite slots, which is the case with a slower terrestrial channel. In Fig. 11 , the satellite schedule is created by the MAD algorithm for the distribution z1(50, 100, 100). The user access probability distribution for this case is the uniform distribution. As the reader may recognize, both TWT and ETT substantially improve the MRT compared to the corresponding singlestage system, where the MRT of the corresponding single stage system is given by the case buffersize = 0 in the figure.
From our numerical studies, we also noticed that both TWT and ETT can create optimal terrestrial schedule for a given user access probability distribution, regardless of what the satellite schedule and the initial cache content are, provided that the local station's cache size is minf H r Y xg, where H is the period of the satellite schedule. We believe this is correct for any satellite schedule and the proof of this fact is among our future research goals.
A LOWER BOUND FOR MEAN RESPONSE TIME
Background and Assumptions for the Lower Bound
As depicted in Fig. 12 , a broadcast schedule can be completely and uniquely defined by the intertransmission gaps of the items that are broadcast. Let i p denote the intertransmission gap between the p À Ith and the pth item i transmissions. Assume that, initially (at t H), there is no backlog for any item (as we observe the long term behavior of the system, this assumption becomes unnecessary).
Let n i , s i be the number of times item i is scheduled at the terrestrial and the satellite channels, respectively, during an interval of length . We relax the requirement of slotted system behavior by assuming that the transmissions do not need to occur at integer multiples of time. Obviously, the optimal mean response time of a continuous time system is less than the optimal mean response time of its slotted time counterpart.
The mean response time of item i in a schedule of length T is then given by [3] :
The objective of the optimization problem that we examine is the minimization of the aggregate of the individual item mean response times, subject to some conditions on the cache management, and the satellite and the terrestrial broadcast schedules.
For the single-stage systems, a lower bound for the aggregate mean response time, , is derived by Ammar and Wong [3] :
where x refers to the total number of items broadcast at the broadcast channel. This lower bound is also applicable to the two-stage systems. However, in most cases, this lower bound will not be tight since, in the derivation of above equation, it is assumed that any item may be scheduled at any instant. In two-stage systems, only the items that are stored in the cache of the local station at a particular instant can be scheduled at that instant. For this reason, in the following sections, we derive a nontrivial lower bound which also takes into consideration the cache management at the local stations.
A Condition for the Size of the Cache
The minimum of the mean response time of an item as given in (6) is
and is achieved by a terrestrial schedule with equal intertransmission gaps (for proof, see [3] ). In two-stage broadcast systems, due to the limited size of the cache, we can store an item in the cache only for a limited time, so we may not be able to achieve this best schedule. Our aim in the design of the two-stage broadcast Fig. 11 . The comparison of performance of TWT and ETT. The satellite schedule is determined by the MAD algorithm for the distribution z1(50, 100, 100), while the user access probability distribution is uniform. system is to create a terrestrial schedule which has intertransmission gaps as uniform as possible for every user group (Fig. 13) . Let h i be the maximum total duration item i can be stored in the cache of the local station during an interval of . The following lemmas discuss the minimum h i that is required to create the above-mentioned best terrestrial schedule. It is easy to see that the optimal terrestrial schedule can be achieved by dividing the total caching duration into s i caching intervals and by beginning and ending a caching interval with a terrestrial transmission (e.g., see Fig. 13 ).
Consider the following greedy algorithm which tries to minimize h i by arranging the satellite schedule and the caching intervals:
. It is easy to see that, when the above algorithm is used, it is sufficient to cache item i for a period of h Finally, let f k be the set of terrestrial transmissions occurring in the kth caching interval. These parameters are illustrated in Fig. 14. Thus,
where fÁ is a function that maps ªpº (the index for terrestrial transmissions) into the correct index for itÁ.
The best possible terrestrial and satellite schedule for an arbitrary h 
t u
If the caching condition given in the previous lemmas is not satisfied, the resulting best terrestrial schedule is going to be similar to the one given in Fig. 15 and will have a mean response time given by the following equation (13).
Notice that this mean response time is higher than the mean response time of the terrestrial schedule with equidistant transmissions:
, and h i lim 3I h i . Assume that l i , m i , and h i exist. The capacity of the satellite channel is typically higher than the terrestrial channel. Let r be a positive integer that corresponds to the ratio of the satellite channel rate and the terrestrial channel rate. Then, the mean response time of item i in a particular system, where the terrestrial transmission rate is l i , the satellite transmission rate is m i , and the portion of time item i is cached in the memory is h i , can be lower bounded by: 
IS
In vf, the cost function is the lower bound for the mean response time. The first constraint guarantees that no two items are scheduled for transmission at the same instant in the terrestrial schedule and the second constraint guarantees that, at any time instant, there are no more than g items in the cache of the local server. Theorem 1. The long term average aggregate delay of all the requests experienced by a user under any terrestrial scheduling and cache management policy for a given satellite schedule is lower bounded by the solution of the above optimization problem LB.
Proof. The minimum of the lower bound over all possible values of these parameters is a lower bound of any terrestrial broadcast scheduling and cache management policy utilizing the given satellite schedule. t u
Demonstration of Lower Bound
In Fig. 16 , the satellite schedule is uniform, while the user access probability distribution is z1(1, 100, 100). In this figure, we compared the performances of the proposed algorithms with the lower bound that we have derived in Section 5. The nonlinear optimization problem LB given by (15) is solved by Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (FSQP) software developed in part by Tits et al. [7] . It is easy to show that the cost function of our optimization problem is a quasi-convex function. Then, the minima determined by FSQP is also a global minima for the corresponding cache size.
SATELLITE SCHEDULE DESIGN
In general, the users in different local stations have different interests, i.e., different access probability distributions. Therefore, a satellite schedule that is suitable for a user group may result in the worst possible performance for another. Joint design of the satellite schedule, cache management strategies, and terrestrial schedules may provide a better overall performance. Until now, we discussed the design of the cache management and the terrestrial scheduling techniques. In this section, we examine the design of an appropriate satellite schedule.
We assume that one of the proposed cache management algorithms and the MAD scheduling policy are employed together at the local stations. In particular, we assume that the ETT algorithm, which is the one with better performance among two caching algorithms proposed, is used as the cache management algorithm. ETT requires that the satellite schedule is determined and advertised to the local stations a priori to the system operation. For this reason, we only consider the off-line design of the satellite schedule. As a heuristic, we consider the case where the satellite schedule is determined by the MAD policy. According to this problem setup, the only question that remains to be answered is which access probability distribution should be used to determine the satellite schedule that minimizes the overall average response time of the users. The system that we consider consists of multiple user groups, where each user group has an arbitrary user request rate function, and is served by a local station with an arbitrary cache size.
The intuitive answer to the above question is to use the aggregate average of the user distributions to determine the satellite schedule. That is, the user access distribution p s i for which the satellite schedule is designed for is given by:
where w is the total number of user groups in the complete satellite-terrestrial system. It is clear that the satellite probability distribution depends on the individual item access statistics of the user groups. However, the user groups that are serviced by a local station with a large cache may observe a low mean response time, even with a satellite schedule which does not match it's user access statistics. Meanwhile, a user group which is serviced by a local station with a small or no cache requires that the satellite schedule matches its user access statistics as much as possible to obtain a low mean response time. Therefore, the importance of the user access statistics of the local stations with small caches should be more than the other user groups' user access statistics in the calculation of p s i. Thus, in general, the probability distribution for which the satellite schedule is designed can be calculated as the weighted sum of the individual user groups' probability distributions. That is,
where w k denotes the weight of the access distribution of the kth user group. Now, the question is to determine the criteria for calculating these weights. In order to have a feeling of what is important in the determination of the weights of individual user access probability distributions, we performed a simulation with a system of two user groups. In this simulation, the first user group requests items according to Zipf 1 distribution which is centered at item 1. The second user group requests items according to Zipf 1 distribution which is centered at item 50. Both user groups are interested in all 100 items that are broadcast by the satellite. The local station which is serving the first user group has a cache of size 30. The size of the cache of the local station which is serving the second user group is varied in the simulation. The satellite schedule is determined by the MAD policy with respect to the distribution:
where P fHY HXPSY HXSY HXUSY Ig. The result of this simulation is depicted in Fig. 17 .
In Fig. 17 , we notice that the intuitive solution of using an aggregate of the user access probability distributions HXS provides a very reasonable and acceptable average performance. However, it is clear that, as the difference between the sizes of the caches gets larger, the performance of the intuitive solution gets worse. Thus, one may notice that the weight of the probability distribution of a user group is inversely proportional to the size of the cache of its local station. Thus, we developed the WSAT (Weighted Satellite Schedule) algorithm, which is stated as follows:
WSAT Algorithm: The WSAT satellite schedule is created by the MAD policy over the distribution We performed numerical analysis to compare the average response times of the system employing WSAT and the system employing the aggregate probability distribution solution. We provide three representative examples depicting the performance of these algorithms. In each example, we observed a system with five user groups with different Zipf 1 distributions and local station cache sizes, g k s.
In this paper, we studied the uniform case, where the total user request arrival rate and the local terrestrial channel rate for each cell is identical. The WSAT algorithm is still applicable to the nonuniform case where the user request arrival rates are not identical for different cells. However, the algorithm cannot be used if the terrestrial channel rates are not the same.
The examples shown in Tables 1, 2 , and 3 convey that the intuitive solution to use the aggregate of the user access probability distribution as the satellite probability distribution performs quite well. In certain cases, the aggregate solution even outperforms the WSAT algorithm. However, as the skewness of the user access probability distributions and the difference between the cache sizes of the local stations increase, WSAT performs better than the aggregate solution. Further examples can be found in [5] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we examined the efficient delivery of information in two-stage broadcast systems. Multistage systems such as the one investigated in this paper can provide both cost and time-efficient access to the information. Such systems can also provide hierarchical information distribution in ad hoc wireless military battlefield networks.
In order to provide low-latency service to the users, we have assumed that local servers are equipped with caches and developed cache management and scheduling techniques to improve the user latency. In our numerical work, we have shown that if an individual user group's interests are quite different than the overall user interests, then our TABLE 1  Example I   TABLE 2  Example II   TABLE 3  Example III proposed solution can substantially improve the observed latency of that user group.
Throughout the paper, we have assumed that there is no uplink between the users and the local servers or the local servers and the main server. The results of this paper should be extended to more general hybrid push and pullbased systems. This is an interesting problem that requires further attention.
We have focused on minimizing the average delivery time of information. There is also an equally important problem of delivery of time-sensitive information with minimum average number of deadline misses. This problem, although similar to ours, requires special attention, especially for real time applications.
APPENDIX SOLUTION OF OP
The solution of OP is by Lagrange optimization. The Lagrangian function for the optimization problem OP is 
